Localised estimates of the optical-ow eld in a video-frame sequence are noise prone. By observing a similarity between rst di erential ltering used for two di ering purposes, con dence testing of estimates is shown to be reliant on the curvature of an intensity surface. A successful con dence test moves towards hardware implementation.
1 Introduction 2-D optical ow leading to a motion eld can be extracted from a sequence of progressive video frames by processing the image intensity over time, without matching corresponding features in the 3-D scene structure. Some potential applications, such as video-compression, surveillance, and moving target indication, require video-rate responses. Certain di erential methods of calculating optical ow having the required algorithmic regularity are suggestive of a VLSI solution provided there is a means of rejecting unreliable full estimates. This letter proposes that the rst fundamental form of di erential geometry is the basis of a con dence test.
In the Lucas-Kanade (LK) method 1], the velocity vector for an image patch is averaged out based on an understanding that: per-pixel image brightness remains constant over a small time interval (one frame), all pixels within the patch have the same velocity vector being from the same object, and the image intensity will vary across the patch (though not as a random pattern). Averaging out, in the LK case by Linear Least-Squares Error (LLSE), may be seen as equivalent to using the aggregate intensity gradients at a single pixel site. Two ways to disturb the LK model are if the scene re ectance is not Lambertian (and contrast is variable), or if additive Gaussian noise is present. 2] proposed a Bayesian estimation model to compensate the LK method for such disturbances. In 3], the modi ed LK method was shown in a wide-ranging and thorough study to perform well compared to other optical ow methods when tested on a set of synthetic video sequences. However, 3] modi ed the Bayesian estimator, apparently on heuristic grounds though noticing a link with the`aperture problem'. Setting aside the problem of occluded objects, there is another well-known reason to reject some estimates from a method using local measurements, i.e. if the image patch intensity surface is locally planar, or marked by a continuous straight edge. This letter explains why the Bayesian estimator will accept estimates even when the intensity structure is ambiguous, explains how the modi ed estimator may be working, and indicates how a con dence threshold can be set to a xed (low) value without eigenvector calculation as is appropriate for hardware implementation.
Con dence Testing
The optical-ow equation (OFE) for image-intensity eld I is
with I s = (I x = I= x; I y = I= y), and v = (u = dx=dt; v = dy=dt), the optical-ow vector. Perturb to form I s v + I t = I s n 1 + n 2 ; n i N (0; i );
which can be represented as the conditional probability P (I t jv; I s eigenvectors. Suppose an average in the form of an LLSE estimate of G is taken over an image patch adjacent to a step edge aligned with the y axis, then G is already the average tensor, I x will be high and consequently so will 2 . Therefore, trace(G) is inadequate as a con dence measure for optical ow despite the MLE, though a low trace value will reject planar patches. Turn to det(G) = 1 2 where now G is a weighted average over an image patch with a variety of per-pixel intensity gradients (so that det(G) is no longer zero). 8) where is the angle between the coordinate vectors which govern the warp imposed on the coordinate patch by the surface. In fact, sin is directly related to the intensity surface normal curvature at a point by Euler's equation. Therefore, a high value of both eigenvalues is required for a successful con dence test. Notice that sometimes second, not rst, di erentials from the Hessian matrix are taken to nd the invariant Gaussian curvature, typically to determine the type of curvature.
4] used a similar analysis to investigate a corner detector but di ered in the interpretation of aggregate G. The intensity gradients for a video sequence also di er as (importantly) they are taken after Gaussian smoothing over a set of frames. An eigenvalue test will be more successful in the LK method because it is only necessary to establish a sound opticalow vector and not nd the type of corner. As in the corner detector, if the test utilises trace(G)=det(G), which is akin to a conditioning number, then the curvature factor can be isolated. An analysis of the LLSE solution for the OFE as an inverse problem or through an inertia tensor method also will give rise this to test. Table 1 , using the synthetic sequences available by anonymous ftp to csd.uwo.ca in /pub/vision/, shows the equivalence of results, which approach lower-bound error. Tuning of the test is required to set the acceptance density.
Conclusions
A con dence test requires an understanding of why it works. The Bayesian explanation is not fully satisfactory as it relies on a priori assumptions. The di erential geometry explanation is helpful as it results in a test without formal calculation of eigenvalues. First di erentials are su cient to indicate curvature for this application. 
